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  doors and gates 

introduction 
Architectural Metalformers clad a wide range of doors and gates to give your project 
the best first impression possible. We work closely with garage door manufactures and 
joiners to produce complete door packages for total peace of mind.

alternative solution
All  products are considered alternative solutions under the current  building code. 
Please consult Architectural Metalformers who will asist you with the 
relevant required technical information to succesfully specify the product. 

feature doors
Doors are best suited to manufactured in copper or zinc and is ideal for a feature 
doors such as

> Pivot entrance doors

> Double or single leafed front doors

> part glazed entrance doors

Finishes available:

> Double or single sided

> Horizontal or vertical seams

> Flush hookseam style or negative detailed seams

> Customised up to 5m high

 > Custom panel sizes and shapes

 > Natural or pre aged metal finishes

> additional features such as studs

All our smart clad™ feature doors are manufactured using hidden mechanical fixings to 
ensure longevity without compromising on looks. 
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> garage doors
Garage doors, like doors and gates, are best suited manufactured in copper or zinc. 
Depending on the design, aluminium, Zincalume™ or powder coated galvanized steel 
finishes are also an option.

Sectional garage doors are best suited and the preffered style of door to be clad. Please 
contact Architectural Metalformers early in the design process in order to ensure the 
garage door proposed is suitable for the type of cladding required. 

The cladding panels are fitted to a 15mm ply substrate that is fitted to the door structure 
by the door manufacturer. Traditionally the door manufacturer delivers the sectional 
panels to our factory where the cladding will be completed.

We will liase very closely with the manufacturer in order to manage the process and get 
the perfect product installed.

Depending on the finished requirement we produce:

> Double or single sided

> Horizontal or vertical seams

> Flush hookseam style or negative detailed seams

> Customised up to 5m wide

 > Custom panel sizes and shapes

 > Natural or pre aged metal finishes

 > Pre painted finishes

> garden gates
Garden gates, are best suited in copper or zinc. Depending on the design, aluminium, 
Zincalume™ or powder coated galvanized steel finishes are also an option.

The cladding panels are fitted to a 15mm ply substrate that is fitted to the door structure 
by the door manufacturer. Traditionally the gate manufacturer delivers the gate structure 
to our factory where the cladding will be completed.

We will liase very closely with the manufacturer in order to manage the process and get 
the perfect product installed.

Depending on the finished requirement we produce:

> Double or single sided

> Horizontal or vertical seams

> Flush hookseam style or negative detailed seams

> Customised up to 5m wide

 > Custom panel sizes and shapes

 > Natural or pre aged metal finishes

 > Pre painted finishes
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feature door - copper 

feature door in Quartz zinc  feature door with stud detail - Quartz zinc

feature door - copper
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 garage door - Quartz zinc

 garage door with vertical and horizontal negative joint - copper

 garage door with horozontal joints - copper
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 garden gate with a flatlock hook seam in copper

 garden gate with a negative seam - Zinc 


